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Introduction 
In Kimble’s Summer 18 Release, Kimble has enhanced the Task Management process, introducing 
the ability to have Task effort and date ranges automatically control the effort and date ranges of an 
Assignment.  
 
Other improvements across the Task Management workflow make it easier for you to take a bottom 
up approach when managing a Plan-based Element, working from the Task Management screens to 
control Assignment effort while maintaining visibility into the utilization of Assigned resources. 
These improvements cover the following areas of the Task Management workflow: 
 

Task 
Behaviors 

 New Usage Behavior Rule, Task Led (Bottom Up), uses the effort and date range of Tasks which a 
Resource is assigned to automatically determine the effort and date range of the Activity Assignment. 

Plan Gantt 
 Ability to maximize the Plan Gantt view so that it takes up more of the screen and shows more Tasks. 
 New organization wide setting sets default for Plan Gantt view - Normal (view available in previous 

releases) or Compressed (a new optimized view which compresses cells to show more Tasks). 
 Completed Planning and Revenue Milestones on the Plan Gantt now have a border color that matches 

their fill color, setting them apart from those Milestones which have not been completed and have a 
black border. 

 When manually creating Revenue Milestones for an element with a Plan, Revenue Milestones will 
show in the plan in date order (regardless of the order of creation of the Milestones and each 
individual date). 

Scheduling 
Tasks  Ability to set a Task as Is Scheduled; this displays a pin icon on Summary Gantts on days the Resource 

is assigned to that Task, showing that a scheduled activity is pinned to that day. 
 Calendar Show As setting added to Task window, allowing Tasks to appear in the Salesforce calendar if 

set as anything but None. 
 Details tab of Task now has Start Time and End Time entry boxes (controlled by setting on Edit 

Resourced Activity). 

Usage 
Visibility  Insights, Gantt line icons, and popup window added to Plan Gannt to indicate when Resource is 

overutilized or unavailable.  
o Assignment Usage Warnings, exclamation point Insights/icons that show when Resource is 

overutilized on this assignment or across all assignments, are enabled using an organization-
wide setting. 

 In addition to showing remaining usage, Remaining Usage column on the Resources tab of the Task 
window indicates, in parentheses, how much of the usage is already assigned across the resource's 
tasks on that assignment. 

Task Visibility 
 New Tasks and Work Items screen on the Engagement grants ability to see and manage status of all 

Tasks and all Work Items across all Resources on the Resourced Activity. 
 Ability to designate a Task as Complete without booking any time to that Task; can be done via the 

Resource Tasks and Work Items screen (marking completion for that individual) or from the 
Engagement Tasks and Work Items screen (marking completion for all assigned resources). 

 
Kimble has also introduced the concept of Work Items, which can be added to Tasks or to Iterations, 
another new concept which unlocks a different way of managing Plans in Kimble.  

 A new Planner View that can be accessed when Iterations are enabled allows you to easily 
move Work Items between Iterations or from an Unassigned bucket into an Iteration. 

 
To learn more about Iterations and Work Items, please see the Summer 18 Work Items and 
Iterations Feature Guide. 
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Essential Concepts 
In Kimble, Project Planning for an Element is handled through a Task Management interface that 
focuses on a Plan Gantt. Where the Product on an Element provides Tracked or Untracked Plan 
capabilities, you will be able to require Resources assigned to that Element to select from assigned 
Tasks when booking time. 

In addition to the Plan Gantt view, two Assignment-based panels enable you to balance project 
requirements (Task effort) with operational resourcing constraints (Assignment effort and 
availability).  

Plan Gantt view 

 

Show Task Assignments Matrix panel 

 

Edit Activity Assignments panel 
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A new Planner View has been added to manage Work Items and Iterations when the Work Item 
Level is set to Iteration. 

Planner view 

 

 

Task Led (Bottom Up) Assignments 
Kimble has introduced a new way of managing the relationship between Tasks and Assignments, 
which negates the need for balancing the effort and dates of the two.  

Assignments that should conform to the shape (effort and dates) of a Resource’s Tasks will use a 
new Usage Behaviour Rule – Task Led (Bottom Up) – that prevents input of effort and dates on the 
Assignment. Instead, an Assignment with this new Usage Behaviour Rule uses the effort and date 
range of Tasks to which a Resource is assigned to automatically determine the effort and date range 
of the Resource’s Activity Assignment. If the last Task a Resource is assigned to is pushed back or 
extended by one week, the Assignment also automatically is extended by one week, with both the 
Task and Assignment sharing the same End Date. 

 

When an Assignment is Task Led (Bottom Up), the Gantt line seen in Gantt views when making 
Resourcing decisions reflects precisely the effort dedicated to underlying Tasks (it conforms to 
assigned effort of a Task rather than the number of hours which may have been dedicated to a day 
by scheduling Start and End Times on a Task). This means that a gap of one week between a 
Resource’s first Task and their second Task will show a week without any assigned effort. This makes 
it easier to see where a Resource is underutilized and can take on other work. 
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 Tasks can still be managed top down, with effort entered on both the Assignment level and 

on the Task level, and subsequently balanced as effort and dates change. An Assignment 
cannot be both top down and bottom up – which method is used is controlled by the 
Assignment’s Usage Behaviour Rules. 

 

To enable the Task Led (Bottom Up) Usage Behaviour Rule in your organization: 

1. Navigate to Reference Data. 

 

2. Click Configuration Catalog Items. 
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3. Toggle on Enable Task Led Assignment Usage. 

This will create the Usage Behaviour in your organization and make it available on Plan-based 
Resourced Activities. 

 

To create a Task Led Bottom Up Assignment: 

1. Navigate to the Activity Assignments screen for the Resourced Activity. 

 

2. Click  . 
 

3. Define a Resource and Role for the Assignment. 
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4. Select the Task Led (Bottom Up) Usage Behaviour Rule from the Usage Behaviour dropdown. 
All Date, Utilisation, and Effort fields are greyed out; these will be defined on the 
Task level rather than the Assignment level. 

 

5. Click . 

Scheduled Tasks 
In Summer 18, Tasks can be scheduled with and without Start and End Times, giving them extra 
significance when making Resourcing decisions in Gantt views. 

Two new fields have been added by default to the Details tab of the Task window – Is Scheduled and 
Calendar Show As. 

 

Another set of fields, Start Time and End Time, can be enabled, adding them to the Details table of 
the Task window. 
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To enable the ability assign Start and End Times to a Task: 

1. Navigate to the Edit Activity Details screen for the Plan-enabled Resourced Activity. 

 

2. Open the burger menu to the right of the Resourced Activity name. 
 

3. Select Edit Resourced Activity. 
 

4. Check the Tasks Have Start And End Times checkbox. 
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5. Click  . 
 

Scheduling a Task Without Start and End Times 
To set a Task apart as important and make a pin icon appear on all days dedicated to the Task on the 
Plan Gantt and on a Resource’s Gantt lines in Gantt views: 

1. Navigate to the Plan Gantt. 

 

2. Open the relevant Task. 
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3. Check the Is Scheduled checkbox. 
 

4. To push the Task to appear in the Salesforce Calendar, select any option other than None 
from the Calendar Show As dropdown. 

 

5. Click  . 

All days associated with this Task display in Gantt views with a Pin icon. This includes the Plan Gantt, 
and all Gantt lines associated with the Resource on the Activity Assignments, Assignment Demand, 
Resource Schedule, and Resource Calendar screens. 

Plan Gantt 
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Activity Assignments Gantt 

 

In the new Usage View available on Activity Assignments, Assignment Demand, Resource Schedule, 
and Resource Calendar screens, Tasks set as Is Scheduled appear surrounded by a blue dotted 
outline. 

Usage View 

 

 

Scheduling a Task with Start and End Times 
Once the Tasks Have Start And End Times setting is enabled on a Resourced Activity, Tasks can be 
assigned a Start and End Time, which, when used in conjunction with the Is Scheduled setting, makes 
a clock icon appear on all days dedicated to the Task on the Plan Gantt and on a Resource’s Gantt 
lines on Gantt views. 

To assign Start and End Times to a Task: 

1. Navigate to the Plan Gantt. 
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2. Open the relevant Task. 

 

3. Set a start time and end time in the Start Time and End Time fields. 
 
 

4. Check the Is Scheduled checkbox. (If Is Scheduled is not checked, the Task will have Start and 
End Times, but no clock will display in Gantt views.)  

 

5. To push the Task to appear in the Salesforce Calendar, select any option other than None 
from the Calendar Show As dropdown. 

 

6. Click  . 
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All days associated with this Task display in Gantt views with a Clock icon. This includes the Plan 
Gantt, and all Gantt lines associated with the Resource on the Activity Assignments, Assignment 
Demand, Resource Schedule, and Resource Calendar screens. 

Plan Gantt 

 

Activity Assignments Gantt 

 

In the new Usage View available on Activity Assignments, Assignment Demand, Resource Schedule, 
and Resource Calendar screens, Tasks set as Is Scheduled appear surrounded by a blue dotted 
outline. 

Usage View 
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Plan Gantt Enhancements 
Visibility of Over-Utilization 
Kimble has added Usage Warnings to the Plan Gantt, allowing you to see potential resourcing 
conflicts with other activities. 

 
 The organization wide setting Enable Assignment Usage Warnings on the Plan Gantt 

(available at Reference Data > Kimble Config) must be toggled on for Usage Warnings to 
appear on the Plan Gantt.  
 

 
 

Two new Insights, a yellow exclamation icon and a red exclamation icon, will appear in the Plan 
Gantt header when an assigned Resource is over-utilized. These icons will also appear on Gantt lines 
for Tasks on days where a Resource is over-utilized. 

 

A yellow triangle exclamation icon on the Plan Gantt indicates over-utilization on the activity being 
viewed.  

 

A red circle exclamation icon on the Plan Gantt indicates that a Resource is over-utilized across this 
and the Resource’s other Engagements.  

 

When multiple indicators need to be raised on a day – for example, when a Resource is both over-
utilized on the Assignment being viewed (over their Max Usage) and is over-utilized across multiple 
Assignments – a red exclamation icon appears. 
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To see a breakdown of the conflicting Assignments on a day: 

1. Click the over-utilization icon on that day. 
This calls up a Popup window which displays: 

 The name of the over-utilized Resource 
 the assigned Task/Iteration Effort required of that Resource on the day 
 the amount of effort used 
 the available Effort on that day  
 any other Assignments on which the Resource has assigned effort in the 

tracking period being viewed (with the day highlighted in yellow).  

 

Where more than one Resource is overutilized, each Resource will be identified in 
the popup in a separate section. 
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Maximizing Plan Gantt 
To maximize the Plan Gantt so it takes up as much of the Kimble workspace as possible: 

1. Click  in the Plan Gantt toolbar. 
The Plan Gantt is maximized. 

 

 

Plan Gantt View Mode 
Kimble allows you to set a default View Mode for the Plan Gantt. There are two View Mode options: 
Normal and Compressed. 

 
 The organization wide setting Default View Mode for Plan Gantt (available at Reference 

Data > Kimble Config) controls the default View Mode.  
 

 
 

 

Compressed View Mode uses a slightly redesigned Plan Gantt interface that reduces the height of 
each line in the plan, allowing more rows to be seen. 

Normal View Mode 
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Compressed View Mode 

 


